


Artist Spotlight

This month we draw your focus to Tin Roof member and last 
year’s intern, Steven Peebles.

The focus of Peebles work lies within the development of his own universe 
through varied drawing, printmaking and sculptural techniques. Drawing 
inspiration from natural forms, geometry and the aesthetic ideals of his 
childhood, Peebles creates work as an intuitive exploration into this alternate 
universe, allowing a glimpse within each piece.

This month, Tin Roof is proud to 
present a solo exhibition of Peebles’ 
work, following his year long 
internship at the collective. His show, 
Autumnal Reappearance, opens on 
the 16th of October and runs until the 
26th.

‘Autumnal Reappearance’ showcases 
drawings as well as sculpture and 
installation works created and/or 
devised while working as an intern at 
Tin Roof Collective. 
The exhibition features a series of 
new hand-drawn landscapes, as well 
as a series of original sketchbook 
drawings utilized for his ‘Skizzenbuch 
Vol.1’ zine project, including the zine 
itself.  Also, in the week running up to 
the show, Peebles will construct an 
installation in the gallery space using 
materials collected over the course of 
the last year. 

Steven Peeble’s exhibition opens on 
Friday 16th October, 6-9pm and runs 
from Saturday 17th - Monday 26th from 
12-7pm daily. Entry free. 



Tin Roof News

Kiln Collective Introductory Talk:
 
On the 8th of November from 4-6pm Tin Roof will be hosting an exciting artists 
talk, focussing on artists who specialise in ceramics. Talks will be given by 
Stephanie Liddle, Penelope Matheson and Mary Watson. They will each give a 
fifteen minute talk focusing on their practice, with room for questions at the end.  
For the event there is a suggested donation of £2 per person so that we can 
offer the artists some payment for their time with us. Also there will be chance to 
sign up for the Kiln collective and get more involved with Tin Roof.

Here is a sneak peek on what their work is all about.

Stephanie Liddle - Homebody Makes
“Drawing on my background in Illustration, I make work which uses the clay 
as a drawing surface and my pieces are contemporary and minimal. Each 
piece is hand built before being painted using underglaze to introduce pattern 
and illustrations. Over the past few months I have been working to produce a 
succinct core collection which uses slab building to create a range of pots, pin 
and necklaces which I will be launching very shortly. 

The core theme to my work always comes back to the idea of ‘home’ and ‘home 
comforts’, especially the role of food within a home. I initially started working in 
ceramics as I feel they represent so much of what makes a home – not only 
are they familiar to us and something which we interact with on a daily basis 

http://www.stephanieliddle.co.uk/

in our own homes, especially 
when eating, but ceramic is a 
material which is unique in its 
ability to be incredibly hard-
wearing and able to withstand 
heavy use yet, at the same 
time, can be so very fragile.”
                                                  



Penelope Matheson 
“I use natural imagery usually (but 
not always) arranged in hierarchical 
structures and often following the formal 
decorative traditions found in traditional 
ceramic objects to examine themes of 
greed, desire and consumption. 
I do not define myself purely as a 
ceramist but it is entertaining to play 
with that most prudish of media, clay, 
and tickle it into submission. Ceramic 
materials have a uniquely lustrous and 
satiny appearance and they are often 
the most appropriate medium to serve 
a particular concept. 
I confess to an infatuation with clay that 
is sometimes slightly worrying. Some 
days I literally run to the kiln room.”

Mary Watson
“My work explores the nature of 
competition: how we invent activities 
to express our obsessions and how 
we use objects to validate our natural 
urge to compete with others. Through 
a series of ceramic sculpture’s I 
examine the ‘Prize’ and explore the 
concept of ‘success’.”

                                        

https://caterpillarsandwiches.wordpress.com/

http://marywatson.co.uk/



Tin Roof News

Life Drawing classes 

Draw is a weekly life drawing night which offers 
non-nude static and dynamic models, teaching 
and good times.

There will be a mixture of short, long and dynamic 
(moving) poses. Some A3 paper will be provided 
though it is advisable to bring your own in case 
we run out. We hope to provide tea and coffee 
during the break. It will be a clothed model with 
nice casual tutoring.
Grab your finest pencils and we hope to see you 
there!!! For more information visit 
https://www.facebook.com/DRAWDUNDEE

White Space Available

For all you artists out there looking to put on exciting Exhibitions we have our 
White Space available for booking out. It is available from £25 per day or if you 
are a student it is £20 per day. It has high quality spotlights and is 20x20ft. It 
is a great space for shows and is a great opportunity to showcase new works.   

Tin Roof Membership

At Tin Roof we are opening up our membership to allow non studio 
holders to become members of the collective. We welcome anyone 
who has an active artistic practice and aligns themselves to the values 
of the organisation. We hope this allows our collective to grow and 
become more active, further impacting the city and artistic community. 
If you are interested in becoming a member, please email us:
tinroofdundee@gmail.com and ask for an application form. 

Members will benefit from access to our facilities at the studios as well as 
being able to shape activities, workshops and events throughout the year. All 
members will be expected to contribute to the running of the collective in some 
capacity and attend members meetings.



Tin Roof News

Exhibition: Between Light and Dark

A new exhibition hosted by Tin Roof at the beginning of this month is titled 
‘Between Light & Dark’. Artists Amy Crawford and Joanne Hall, who are 
currently in their third year at Duncan of Jordanstone studying Fine Art, 
specialise mainly in drawing and photography. This exhibition explores the 
symbolism and physicality of two elemental forces

The exhibition opens on Friday the 2nd of October from 5-7pm, and continues 
on Saturday the 3rd and Sunday the 4th from 12-5pm.



Tin Roof News

Call for Entries

In November Tin Roof will be hosting an event by Fergus Tibbs with a strong 
punk/subversive theme. He is currently looking for artists to take part. Information 
below.

OPEN CALL
2 SHOWS 2 NIGHTS 2 CITIES

DUNDEE - GLASGOW
TIN ROOF - OLD HAIR DRESSERS

Ice Cream With the Enemy will be a one night art exhibition, music event and creative 
extravaganza. It will be open for one night in each city and the same work will be shown 
at both venues. We are looking for direct, subversive, punk, DIY art that we can put in a 
room for people to look at. There will be live music, DJs and booze also. 

DEADLINE 23 OCTOBER

Visual Art Submissions
• Any medium
• Not boring
• Fit with the subversive theme of the exhibitions
• Dundee or Glasgow based artists
• Art students, Graduates and anyone else is welcome
• Successful art submissions will be asked for 10 quid pay to print publications, 

flyers etc.

Zine Submissions
There will be an area set aside to give out and sell zines on both nights. All free zine 
submissions will be accepted. Written publications, print outs and any other papery 
things will be considered.

Other Suggestions
We are open to suggestions for things like lighting, interesting performance things, food, 
cool furniture and any stuff like that so just get in touch if you have an idea that you think 
will work well with either or both venues.

Volunteers
If you just want to lend a hand and help with either of the evenings and get involved in 
some way then get in touch! 
 
Anyone interested should contact Fergus Tibbs at Fergus_T@hotmail.co.uk



Reviews

Wearable Art Show 2015
By Kirsty Dalton
                     
Dundee Wearable Art aims to challenge 
artists, designers and makers from 
Dundee and beyond to participate in 
making works of art using the body as 
a canvas for creativity. The competition 
culminated with a public performance 
of the artworks at the Dundee 
Wearable Art Show on Saturday the 
26th of September, at the Bonar Hall. 

We got in touch with the lovely folks 
who ran the event to get an inside 
scoop...

How was this event set up?
This event was set up last year as 
community art project. We wanted this 
competition to be open for all ages 
and all kind of creative backgrounds, 
from painters to designers, from 
hobbyists to professional artists. This 
event was designed as platform to 
showcase creative talents in a very 
different way that it would be done in 
a gallery or during a fashion catwalk. 
We’ve chosen wearable art because 
it’s beautiful marriage between visual 
art and live performances.
 
What could this mean for local 
designers and artists? 
We want to encourage skill 
collaboration, for example between 
textile designers, visual artists, 
crafters and tech people. To bring their 
wearable pieces to the stage, 
the designers work alongside 
performers and make-up artists. In 

addition to being a stimulus for artistic 
collaboration, the show is also an 
alternative platform for the general 
public to engage with our local creative 
talents. We also aim to build an online 
catalogue of wearable art pieces/
designers who create them, to show 
the world what Dundee has to offer.
 
 
Is this going to be an ongoing event, 
if so what should future entries be 
prepared for?
This project has been set up to be 
an annual event and we hope to be 
able to organise workshops through 
the year too. Future entries should be 
prepared for challenging themselves 
even further, exploring new materials 
and techniques, and collaborating 
with other disciplines. We will keep 
the technology section and encourage 
designers and artists to think outside 
the box when creating their wearable 
art pieces.

Tin Roof got in touch with this year’s 
winner Morag Nowell, who shared 
some of her ideas with us...

http://dundeewearableart.com



“The piece was inspired by the river Tay & Dundee.

My initial idea was to put a ship on a hat, Dundee has a long history of 
shipping, whaling & shipbuilding which I thought was appropriate as one of my 
Grandfather’s was a Draftsman at The Caledon Shipyard. We as a family have 
always sailed on the Tay and beyond, so I always had a connection when I was 
growing up.

I decided to try & get as many elements of 
Dundee’s history into the final piece, because 
the hat was so Georgian I decided to add paniers 
made with covered garden wire & giant stuffed 
pads, then the panels over them are ombre 
denim, ripped them washed to give a frondy 
seaweed effect, as Dundee once had a Levi’s 
factory it was only fitting that I used denim for 
most of it, the boned correct also denim panels 
embellished with a crusting of beads for the 
‘wrack-line’, when the sea washes on and out 
with the tide & leaves all the detritus behind. I 
decided to go the whole hog with this costume & 
added shoes that have spiral shells & barnacles 
made out of paper clay.

Going back to the hat, a 
denim based tricorn with 
many vintage feathers 
from the 1920’, the ship 
was made out of Courier’s 
& Tele’s & some stiffened 
muslin for the sail.

I also made a ruff that 
had my Granny Mina’s 
wee boat brooch on it & 
some lace she gave me, 
she was my total creative 
influence when I was 
growing up.”



Reviews

VAU Members Show – at Generator 
Projects, 14th-23rd September
By Kirsty Dalton

Visual Artist Unit is an artist led not for 
profit Community Interest Company 
based in Scotland. VAU commits itself to 
supporting emerging artists in Scotland 
and improving public engagement and 
access to contemporary art for the wider 
community. Emerging artists are invited 
to become artist members of VAU for 
support to develop their practice and gain 
professional development experience by 
participating in VAU’s public engagement 
program.

As you walk in you are confronted with an 
array of versatile works, from sculptural 
items to fine paintings and some exciting 
prints. The space was used to a visual 
advantage, giving each piece a chance to 
play off each other as well as having its 
own ground. One of the first pieces you 
are faced with is the meticulous work by 
David McDiarmid called ‘Archetype’. It is a 
carefully made plaster cast combined with 
oil prints made by etching. If one mistake 
was made, McDiarmid would start the 
entire process from the beginning. It is a 
fascinating method executed well, with an 
effective display and a concise approach 
as well as atmosphere around it. 
‘Archetype’ is an intriguing piece of work, 
leaving plenty of room for interpretation, 
with a fine image slowly emerging 
throughout the piece. However it is the 
preciseness of the process which reflects 
the concept itself.

 
                                                 

Next is TERRIBLEM86 with his series of 
works titled ‘Reclaimed’, which are made 
with a combination of wood, resin, acrylic 
and metal. The base of all these works 
has been made from scaffold and wood 
and restructured into a contemporary 
base for these mixed media pieces. 
There is a bold and intriguing statement 
on how to use overlooked and forgotten 
materials and brings them back into new 
sensational form. 

                                              
             



Next to stand out was Laura 
McGlinchey’s piece ‘Always Remember 
Never Forgotten’. This is a sculptural wall 
piece that has been built up with paper 
and paint. It is astounding that you could 
take something as delicate as paper and 
turn it into this industrial looking material. 
The layers upon layers of paper make 
for some really interesting textures, 
colours and shapes. It is a very dark and 
atmospheric piece to be confronted with.  

                

One of the other highlights is Emma 
Rogers installation piece ‘Teburu’. This 
is a sculptural piece with elements of 
interaction. It is a tall table like structure 
that the audience is allowed to walk 
amongst. The celling is covered in 
small colourful paper structures. With 
the repetition of shape it has an almost 
earthy life to it, as if it were a living 
being. An effective use of space and 
playful structure with interesting hidden 
elements. 

                                                                          
One of the final pieces to be covered 
is Peter Chalmers painting ‘The One 
I Kiss’. This painting has a very cubist 
style with elements of surrealist aspects 
happing. There are talented skills being 
used here to create a good sense of 
tone and imagery. With plenty of room 
for interpretation on the narrative, it’s a 
very exciting painting with a great use of 
colour. It also has a built in element of 
3-D, which is quite subtle amongst the 
painting and leads the eye astray.

                                 
                                      

All and all it is a very exciting show filled 
with versatile talent and a good mix of 
practices. Definitely an art collective to 
look out for and sure to produce some 
fascinating shows in future. 

For more information on VAU visit 
http://vau.org.uk/
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